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Computer Care Advisory + Repair Services
How to keep your computer running smoothly

The Most Important Rule:
Make sure your computer has breathing room…good air circulation is
important in keeping your computer running.

The Most Important Axiom:
Good training leads to remarkable pay back on computer use.

Tech Tip: Keep the air moving. Keep your computer clean. Dust and dirt can clog fans, prevent
proper ventilation, and in extreme cases cause short circuits.

Your system generates a tremendous amount of heat. To keep components cool, manufacturers have
installed internal fans. Many times these fans fail because of dust and dirt that gets sucked into them. Keep
your system off the floor. Walking around a computer sitting on the floor stirs up dirt and dust that gets pulled
into the system, causing poor performance and premature failure of the fans and other components. Don't
push the computer against the wall or pile items around the base of the computer. This restricts the airflow
going into the computer causing the system to operate at higher temperatures.

Corporate Services On-site: 1 hour.
+ $120. transport + check + recommendation

Providing Professional & Personalised Services

 I.T. inspection & consultative projects
 PC progressive package (Contract builders)
 Diagnostic and trouble-shooting (Solutions)
 ECO-ITS (Mobile Computer Recycling)

Do-Yi Enterprise provides technical expertise to: 1) deal with the real problems of customer
service, 2) assist clients to define their preferred work station and setting up a computer network
virtualization, 3) troubleshoot and repair computer, 4) build computers based on the needs of the
clients support…

years, our goal is to provide a comprehensive range of disposal services tailored to meet the needs of our customers at
no cost mentioned. To assure everyone works in a clean environment, regular check is conducted by Do-Yi & Company.

(Home User PC Service Handling & Transportation)
Decommission, Recycle PC, Cleaning

I.T. Services & Repair (Sourcing,
Buying) Diagnostic PC Problem

Workstation Start-up! Call: 6659-6862

http://www.do-yi.com tel (+65)6659.6862 email: doyi_enterprise@yahoo.com
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+ We Maintain Your Workhorse Hygiene! Our affiliated partner

equippment task for transporting, clearing unwanted electrical appliances, restoration equipment to find a better use. Over the
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Stay clean led winning! Do-Yi ECO ITS star is the based provider of administrating recycling ICT services; handled end-of-life,
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